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Case Study: Chemicals

The Challenge:
This chemical company packages its dry products in bags, producing 500 pallets
per day, 5 days per week. There are two semi-automatic stretch wrappers. The
company was looking to make improvements in four areas:

Production Bottlenecks

Product is palletized in a 4 hour window on each shift. Relatively short, but heavy
palletized loads, feed from two lines into each of the conveyorized stretch wrappers.
The palletizers were outpacing the stretch wrappers, limiting daily production output.
Two major labor cost issues involved “idle wrapping time”, where some forklift drivers
waited to wrap the pallets, and “idle waiting time”, where other forklift drivers waited
in line to wrap their pallets. To solve these issues, it would be necessary to find a way
to either wrap faster or add at least one additional semi-auto stretch wrapper.

Web Break Issues

Sharp, dog-eared corners of the poly bags require tension reduction to help prevent
tears and punctures. These tears cause web breaks that led to line shutdowns, which
also increased the bottleneck problem.

Load Failures in Transit

There were periodic load shifting issues that resulted in significant and costly clean up,
leading to high levels of customer dissatisfaction.

Unsurpassed load

containment ability,

coupled with reduced
environmental and

economic costs, make
Rapid Bander the best

choice for palletization.

The superior strength of Rapid
Film provides a high strength
wrapping web that resists

punctures, tears and breaks.

Sustainability

The company was looking to reduce packaging waste, but only if it did not involve
additional packaging material costs.

The Rapid Bander® Solution:
Removed the Production Bottleneck

The Rapid Bander® system was implemented on both lines, providing superior strength
with fewer wraps needed to contain the pallets. The bottleneck and 40 seconds of
machine time per pallet were eliminated. Throughput was also enhanced by eliminating
web breaks and wrapping nearly 3 times as many pallets between roll changeovers.
The operation was able to increase production by 17% per day while redeploying 2 fork
lift drivers into more productive assignments. Nearly $ 20,000 in annual stretch film
material cost savings is making available the funds to invest in 2 automated wrappers
over the next 18 months.

Load Failures Declined Sharply

Overall containment force doubled. Combined with the advantages of a 44% increase in
total applied stretch, there was also an immediate 70% decline in load failure incidents.

Sustainability Proﬁle Improved

Material reductions, cost savings and productivity gains eliminated over 30,000 lbs.
of plastic stretch film waste from their customers’ waste streams.
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Summary of Rapid Bander® Cost Savings
& Process Improvement
Customer Pallets Wrapped per Day

500

SUPERIOR LOAD CONTAINMENT
Average Load Containment Improvement
Total Applied Stretch - Conventional Film
Total Applied Stretch - Rapid Film®

101%
202%
291%

FILM COST & PLASTIC SOURCE REDUCTION
Stretch Film Annual Material Cost Savings
Stretch Film Annual Material Cost Savings %

$19,602
-25%

Plastic Source Reduction Per Year (LBS)
Plastic Reduction Per Year (%)

31,500
-49%

PROCESSING TIME SAVINGS
Hours of Processing Time Saved per Week
Annual Hours of Machine Run Time Eliminated
Equivalent Number of Continuous 24 hour Days

27.8
1333
28
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